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INTRODUCTION
A completely ice-bound Earth, where life
is arrested by extreme cold, is not a
story out of science fiction but has been
proposed to explain Neoproterozoic
paleobiology and climates. The Snowball
Earth hypothesis is the subject of
considerable media interest on a par
with global warming. The basic premise
was originally outlined in 1837 by Louis
Agassiz in his famous Discours de
Neuchatel, in which he set out the case
for die Eiszeit, a geologically recent
Great Ice Age that had smothered the
tropics and wiped out all life. A divine
creator then introduced new species.
Following widespread dismissal of
Agassiz’s controversial claim to have
discovered glacial deposits in the
Amazon in 1866, the idea fell out of
favour. The concept of ancient ‘globally-
engulfing glaciations’ was given new life in
the early 1930s by T. Gevers as the
geology of the continents was mapped
and the intercontinental distribution of
Permo-Carboniferous and Precambrian
glacial tillites became evident. To
‘permanentists’ such as the Toronto
glacialist A.P. Coleman, who rejected
Wegener’s drifting continents
explanation for widespread Permo-




(die Eiszeit) to 1998 (the
Snowball Earth)
presence of tillites in the steamy heat of
the tropics necessitated equatorial ice
sheets when ‘a world found itself in the
grip of the fiercest…of the ice ages’.
Similarly, in reference to the late
Precambrian record, D. Mawson
referred to the ‘world-wide nature of the
Earth’s greatest glaciation’ in 1949. After a
brief intermission, when the glacial
origin and climatic significance of many
deposits was questioned, the ideal of
low-latitude glaciation was resurrected in
1964 as the ‘great infra-cambrian
glaciation’ of W.B. Harland.  In the early
1970s, L.J.G. Schermerhorn countered
by showing that many alleged ‘tillites’
were the result of submarine mass flow
in tectonically active basins.
Notwithstanding these findings, fears of
‘nuclear winter’ arising from nuclear
conflagration reawakened interest in an
ice-bound Earth in the late 1980s. This
culminated in P. Hoffman’s and
J.L. Kirschvink’s Neoproterozoic
Snowball Earth model of severe, ten
million-year-long global refrigerations
when temperatures plummeted to -50°C,
the world’s oceans froze and all planetary
biological activity was arrested only to
be revived during short, brutal
interglacials. These so-called ‘freeze-fry’
episodes are thought to have been a
precursor to the Cambrian ‘explosion’.
In this paper I expand on the
historical development of the idea over
the past 160 years and show that the
current ‘Snowball’ version is based on
several premises of ‘permanentist’
thinking that arose in opposition to
Wegener in the 1920s and that have
survived the advent of plate tectonics
and sedimentology largely intact.
INTRODUCTION
Une Terre complètement enserrée dans
la glace, où la vie a été suspendue par le
froid, ce n’est pas une idée de science
fiction, mais une idée qui a déjà été
proposée pour expliquer la paléobiologie
et les climats du Néoprotérozoïque.
L’hypothèse d’une Terre « boule de neige
» fait l’objet d’autant d’attention des
médias que l’idée d’un réchauffement de
la planète.  La prémisse de base en a été
décrite en 1837 par Louis Agassiz dans
son fameux « Discours de Neuchâtel »,
document où il plaidait pour die Eiszeit
(temps de glace), un grand âge glaciaire
géologiquement récent qui aurait envahi
les tropiques et éliminé toute vie.  Un
créateur divin aurait depuis créé de
nouvelles espèces.  Puis, avec le rejet
généralisé de la prétention d’Agassiz
d’avoir découvert des dépôts glaciaires
en Amazonie en 1866, l’idée a été
oubliée.  Au début des années 1930, T.
Gevers a redonné vie au concept «
d’anciennes glaciations planétaires », à la
faveur de la cartographie géologique des
continents, alors qu’a été mis en
évidence l’existence de tillites glaciaires
permo-carbonifères et précambriennes.
Du point de vue des « fixistes » comme
le glacielliste de Toronto A. P. Coleman,
lequel rejetait l’idée de dérive des
continents de Wegener pour expliquer la
distribution permo-carbonifère des
dépôts glaciaires, l’existence de tillites
dans les zones tropicales chaudes et
humides impliquaient obligatoirement
l’existence de lentilles glaciaires
équatoriales, alors « (traduction) … que
le monde s’est trouvé aux prises avec de
terribles âges glaciaires ».  De même, se
référant à des dépôts de la fin du
Précambrien, D. Mawson en 1949,
évoquait « (traduction) la nature globale
de l’étendue de la plus grande glaciation de
la Terre ».  Ensuite, après un bref
intermède, alors que l’origine et la
nature glaciaire de nombreux dépôts
était remise en question, l’idée de
glaciation à de basses latitudes a été
ressuscitée en 1964 par W. B. Harland «
(traduction) la grande glaciation infra-
cambrienne ».  Au début des années
1970, L. J. G. Schermeerhorn a contre-
attaqué en montrant que nombre de ces
présumées tillites n’étaient que la
résultante de coulées sédimentaires sous-
marines dans des bassins techniquement
actifs.  Malgré ces découvertes, vers la
fin des années 1980, la peur d’un « hiver
nucléaire » résultant d’une conflagration
nucléaire a vu renaître l’intérêt pour
l’idée d’une Terre englacée.  Ce dernier
épisode a connu son apogée avec le
modèle de P. Hoffman et de J. L.
Kirschivink d’une Terre « boule de neige
» au Néoprotérozoïque, soit un période
frigorifique de dix millions d’années, la
température chutant à -50°C, les océans
étant gelés et où toute activité biologique
était stoppée, sauf pour quelques
périodes interglaciaires brutales de
courtes durées.  Ces épisodes
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d’alternance chaud-froid auraient été à
l’origine de « l’explosion » Cambrienne.
Dans le présent article j’explique
l’évolution historique de cette idée au
cours des derniers 160 ans, et je
démontre que l’actuel concept de «
boule de neige » repose sur plusieurs
prémisses de la mouvance « fixiste » qui
s’est fait jour en opposition à Wegener
dans les années 1920, laquelle a
survécue sans être vraiment affectée par
les  développements de la tectonique des
plaques et de la sédimentologie.
THE FIRST SNOWBALL (1837–76):
THE PLEISTOCENE ‘EISZEIT’
Louis Agassiz (1807–1873: Fig. 1, 2)
was the first formal proponent of global
glaciation, which he called ‘die Eiszeit’
(a name borrowed from his friend Karl
Schimper’s famous poem; ‘Ice of the
past! of an age when frost in its stern clasp
held the lands of the south’) in his 1837
Discours of Neuchatel (Carozzi, 1966,
1967).  Intending to speak on his
speciality (fossil fish) he gave a hastily
written lecture in which he set out an
audacious theory of a catastrophic
Great Ice Age. His theory had two
parts: the first, built on earlier
observations by many others, proposed
that present-day glaciers had been much
more extensive in the past. With some
exceptions, this was readily accepted
both in Europe and North America
(North, 1943; Carozzi, 1974; Hallam,
1989). The second part of Agassiz’s
theory however, was highly controversial
and was based on his mentor Georges
Cuvier’s hypothesis that an ice age had
wiped out all life. Cuvier (1769–1832)
was the leading catastrophist of his age
and had noticed in mapping the Paris
Basin with his colleague Alexandre
Brongniart that many fossil groups
appeared to die out at unconformities.
He resorted to ‘ancient revolutions’ to
account for these abrupt breaks in
geological successions and fauna.
Cuvier was entranced by the
preservation of complete Siberian
mammoths in permafrost and saw this
as evidence of a great cataclysm. In
1812, in his Discours sur les Revolutions
de la Surface du Globe he wrote: ‘It also
left in northern countries the bodies of
great quadrupeds encased in ice and
Figure 1  Frozen Earth: Niagara Falls in the winter of 1911. The possibility of a completely
ice-bound planet has been a source of fascination for generations of scientists and society at
large.  Photograph courtesy of Steve Dibiase.
Figure 2a  Louis Agassiz. Bettmann/Corbis.
b Agassiz’s ‘Pleistocene Amazonian Drift’ in
Brazil. Held by him to be glacial, indicating
widespread glaciation of the tropics in the
recent past, it consists of core stones set in
clay, the product of deep tropical weathering
of basic igneous rocks.
preserved with their skin, hair and flesh
down to our times… The animals were
killed therefore at the same instant when
glacial conditions overwhelmed the
countries they inhabited’. Cuvier
mistook these migratory animals
adapted to a cold environment for
tropical animals suddenly overtaken by
cold.
Agassiz was greatly impressed by
the ice-entombed Siberian mammoths
and argued that ‘a sudden intense winter,
that was also to last for ages, fell upon the
globe’, ‘the development of these huge ice
sheets must have led to the destruction of
all organic life at the Earth’s surface’ (Fig.
1). He regarded the ice age as divinely
inspired severing any genetic
relationship between past and present
life forms (‘death enveloped all nature in
a shroud’). Species were generated anew
after each ice age. Glacial landforms
were seen as the product of ‘God’s great
plough’. The reaction of the audience
after his lecture at Neuchatel was such
that ‘some observers feared the
introduction of fisticuffs’ (Bolles, 1999,
p. 87). The wider public and scientists
alike were outraged at his notion that a
‘Siberian winter established itself for a
while on ground previously covered by
rich vegetation and inhabited by great
mammals’.  Driven by an unyielding
belief in catastrophism and a
fundamental opposition to Darwin’s
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theory of evolution, Agassiz was
unsettled by the notion that life may
have survived ice ages unscathed in
tropical oases. Agassiz was undeterred
by the 1863 publication of Lyell’s book
on The Geological Evidences of the
Antiquity of Man that marshalled
evidence that during ice ages, pre-ice
age species including humans, had
simply moved south.  J. Lubbock
introduced the term ‘prehistory’ in 1865,
recognizing that glaciation had simply
interrupted organisms, not wiped them
out. Between 1865 and 1866 Agassiz
explored the Brazilian Amazon and
found red-coloured clays with pebbles
and large boulders which he called
“Pleistocene Amazonian drift” (Fig. 2b).
This he argued was evidence of ‘a series
of physical events extending over the whole
globe...if the geological winter existed... it
must have been cosmic’. To some,
Agassiz’s 1866 paper on ‘Traces of
Glaciers under the Tropics’ delivered in
Washington D.C., arguing for
equatorial glaciation, was a ‘new and
fundamental phase of the Ice-Age theory’
(Agassiz and Coutinho, 1868). Agassiz
pressed on and wrote of a ‘geological
winter’ extending over the whole globe
(Agassiz, 1876). He dared the scientific
community to ‘imagine, if you can,
floating ice under the equator, such as
now exists on the coasts of Greenland’
(Agassiz, 1886). In hindsight, it was a
complete blunder (Carozzi, 1974). The
bouldery clay ‘drift’ was the not the
product of a tropical ice sheet but deep
weathering of igneous rocks and
exfoliation of core stones (Branner,
1893; Fig. 2b). 1n 1872, one of
Canada’s leading geologists, Sir William
Dawson (a virulent opponent of
continental glaciation; O’Brien, 1971),
took the opportunity to poke fun at
Agassiz in his book Notes on the Post-
Pliocene Geology of Canada. He wrote
the glacier theory had grown until ‘like
the imaginary glaciers themselves, it
overspread the earth’, even ‘to Brazil and
employed to excavate the valley of the
Amazon. But this was its last feat and it
has recently been melting away under the
warmth of discussion until it is now but a
shadow of its former self’. By 1870
Agassiz’s notion of a worldwide cosmic
winter was moribund. It was to be
resurrected once more as the record of
pre-Pleistocene glaciations began to be
discovered.
THE SECOND SNOWBALL (C. 1926):
‘WORLD WIDE REFRIGERATION’
The study of pre-Pleistocene glacial
deposits begins with A.E. Ramsay’s
1855 glacial interpretation of Permian
breccias in central England. Later
proved to be wrong, Ramsay’s work
spurred others to look for evidence of
ancient glaciations. Results soon
appeared, such as W.T. Blandford’s
discovery of Permo-Carboniferous
glacial deposits at Talchir in India, and
that by A.R.C. Selwyn at Hallet’s Cove
in Australia, both in 1859. The first
description of Precambrian glacial rocks
was made by H.P. Woodward in the
Flinders Ranges of Australia in 1889;
others soon followed, such as ancient
‘moraines’ in Scandinavia (Reusch,
1891). Already, the presence of ancient
glacial rocks in central India was
interpreted as the product of ‘a more
extensive and severe glaciation than that
of the glacial period of Pleistocene times’
and its explanation was seen as ‘a tough
nut to crack’ (Geikie, 1894, p. 825). The
Earth’s oldest glacial rocks (mid-
Proterozoic) were reported from
Gowganda in northern Ontario
(Coleman, 1907) and in 1906 Albrecht
Penck introduced the term tillite for
ancient lithified tills. Today, it is easy to
underestimate the huge public interest
that these discoveries created because
they revealed great changes in ancient
climates when many scientists believed
the Earth’s surface had simply been
hotter in the past and was ‘advancing
toward an icy old age’ (Coleman, 1941,
p. 7). The then young (23) Winston S.
Churchill commented on this gloomy
picture in his novel Savrola, which he
wrote in 1898; ‘the cooling process would
continue; the perfect development of life
would end in death, the whole universe
itself would one day be cold and lifeless as
a burnt-out firework.’  To Coleman, his
finding of very old glacial deposits
‘banished this gloomy foreboding’ such
that ‘mankind may proceed... free from
the haunting dread of an approaching
extinction of the race.’
By the early years of the
twentieth century, as the geology of the
continents began to be better known, it
was realized that Permian and
Precambrian glacial deposits occur
virtually on all continents and at low
latitudes. Moreover, many striated
surfaces show that ice had moved north
away from the tropics, requiring ice
covers whose dimensions made the
sheets of the Pleistocene seem
insignificant. A.P. Coleman’s influential
paper of 1908 and his book Ice Ages
Recent and Ancient (1926) reviewed
what was known of Earth’s ancient
glacial record. Emphasising the
extensive presence of glacial rocks at
low latitudes, he declared that ‘the
Permo-Carboniferous ice was the most
terrible known in the world’s history’
(Coleman, 1939). In his review of
Pleistocene ice ages, published two
years after his death in 1939, Coleman
(1941, p. 6) was careful to stress that
the Permo-Carboniferous glaciation
‘when ice reached the tropics’…had the
better right to be called The Ice Age’. The
geomorphologist W.M. Davis, who
accompanied Coleman on field trips in
South Africa and Australia, declared
that ‘the Permian glacial climate is one of
the most remarkable problems disclosed by
geology today’. He firmly rejected the
pre-Wegener hypothesis of ‘an Antarctic
continent of which Australia, South
Africa and a part of South America were
possibly but lobes’ as an explanation for
Permo-Carboniferous tillites in the
tropics (Davis, 1908). To Coleman,
explaining why the ‘ world…found itself
in the grip of the fiercest and longest
winter of the ages’ was ‘one of the most
thrilling problems in all of geology’
(Coleman, 1916). Sayles (1919)
reviewed what was known of
Pleistocene glaciolacustrine varves and
used this model to explain the presence
of banded and laminated slates
commonly found with Permian and
Precambrian glacials.  He declared with
particular reference to the Permian
glacials present in the tropics of India
and Africa, that ‘it will now be necessary
to explain not only the former presence of
the great ice sheet in the tropics but
marked alternations of seasons too.’ Any
theory of glaciation, Coleman wrote in
1926, ‘must account for a world-wide
refrigeration affecting all zones of both
hemispheres at the same time’ (p. 282).
The idea of worldwide glaciation found
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support in the Precambrian record too.
In his influential Textbook of Geology
published in 1920, A.W. Grabau wrote
(p. 206) of Precambrian ‘glaciers
extending from the poles to South
Australia and South Africa’ requiring
‘extremes of refrigeration far beyond those
known today’. After discovering widely
distributed and very thick late
Precambrian tillites in southwest Africa,
Gevers (1931) invoked ‘globally-engulfing
glaciations’. He wrote ‘there appear to
have been glacial periods of world-wide
extent’. Of course, none of these
conclusions could have been reached
without all these workers rejecting the
idea of continental drift.
To the ‘permanentists’ who
believed in an Earth where continents
and oceans remain static, the global
scattering of glacial rocks required
enormous ice sheets expanding into low
latitudes (Grabau, 1920; Coleman,
1926, 1932, 1939). The presence of
ancient glacial rocks in the steamy
tropical heat of low latitudes was
nothing less than ‘astonishing’, rousing
‘incredulity among the geologists of Europe
and America’ (Coleman, 1926, p. 97).
Travelling through ‘rank jungle
growth…the noon sun was very hot and
yet we stood on a smoothly glaciated and
striated floor...the tillite might well have
been boulder clay by the shore of a
Canadian river.... the contrast of the
present with the past was astounding’
(Coleman, 1926, p. 106-7). He wrote of
‘being laughed at by country people while I
chipped striated clasts from tillite well
within the tropics not far from plantations
of bananas’ (Coleman, 1939, p. 450);
the words ‘incredible’ pepper his many
publications. Refusing to believe that
the continents had shifted, the only
other explanation was to have ice at low
latitudes (Coleman, 1932). ‘The dry
wilting sun glare and perspiration made
the thought of an ice sheet at that very
spot most incredible but alluring’
(Coleman, 1926, p. 123).
Wegener and the Great ‘Southern
Glaciation’
Alfred Wegener saw the global scattering
of tillites in a very different light; here
was clear evidence that continents were
previously clustered together and had
since been moved apart (Wegener,
1912, 1924). The wide distribution of
Permo-Carboniferous tillites across the
southern continents was a key to his
reconstruction of the supercontinent
Pangea and its climate belts. Despite
support from the southern hemisphere
where the evidence is clearest (e.g., Du
Toit, 1921), Wegener’s message largely
fell on deaf ears. His theory of
‘continental drift’ as an explanation for
tropical tillites was regarded as
‘incredible’ (Coleman, 1926, p. 263), a
‘fairy tale’ (Willis, 1944) and ‘purely
fantastic’ (Flint, 1957, p. 503). Their
objections are today seen as ironic
because to many other geologists,
Wegener’s reconstruction of the
southern ice sheet blanketing the polar
and sub-polar regions of Pangea was the
most convincing argument for
continental drift (LeGrand, 1988).  That
the loudest opposition to Wegener came
from leading North American geologists
was not surprising.  First, Wegener’s
famous map showing the supposed
arrangement of land during the
geologically recent Pleistocene where
the outer terminal moraines of the ice
sheets in Europe and North America
‘join up smoothly’ was patently incorrect
and quickly rejected. Unfortunately, the
entire thesis of continental drift was also
thrown out.  Second, Wegener had
indirectly questioned the combined
weight of their expertise by daring to
question the supposed glacial origin of
the famous ‘Squantum Tillite’ found
near Boston. This was seen as a classic
Permo-Carboniferous glacial deposit (it
met 14 out of 15 criteria for being
glacial as identified by Sayles, 1914,
1919) but Wegener’s reconstruction of
Pangea placed the Boston area near the
equator. He warned that not all poorly
sorted rocks were true glacial tillites
(Fig. 3) and thus were unreliable
indicators of past climate and
continental positioning (Wegener,
1928). He argued that the Squantum
was marine in origin and not deposited
directly by an ice sheet (and in this was
later proven correct; Crowell, 1957;
Dott, 1961; see below) and, as we now
know, is of Late Neoproterozoic age
(Thompson and Bowring, 2000).
In 1932, Coleman wrote that
‘enough has been noted to show that
theories of drifting continents are entirely
Figure 3   Facies problematica.
Understanding of Earth’s pre-Pleistocene
glaciations is heavily reliant on the
environmental interpretation of poorly sorted
rocks called diamictites. Much past work,
particularly in the Neoproterozoic, has
simply assumed that such facies are tillites
deposited directly under ancient glaciers.
Such rocks however, form widely in non-
glacial and glacial environments and are not
uniquely diagnostic of episodes of cold
climate. The environmental interpretation of
such facies relies on examination of the
overall depositional context (i.e., of the strata
that lie above and below). As detailed
sedimentological studies proceed, it is evident
that many ‘glacial’ diamictites reported in the
past are non-glacial mass-flow deposits
preserved in marine successions and
deposited under active tectonic conditions.
True tillites appear to be rare in the
Neoproterozic: the record of ancient cold
climates is dominantly preserved in offshore
marine strata where primary glacial sediment
was reworked by non-glacial process (e.g.,
Fig. 4). Unravelling climate from such non-
fossiliferous strata is a challenge.
inadequate to account for known facts in
regard to the greatest times of glaciation’.
To the permanentists, glaciations were
seen as ‘catastrophic events in the world’s
history’. Cotton (1942) referred to
glaciation as a ‘climatic accident’ and
Pauly (1957) referred to ‘world-wide
abnormal climates’. Such events were
regarded as being superimposed on
static continents where deep glacial
erosion and deposition of coarse
bouldery sediments such as tills simply
interrupted an otherwise orderly
Davisian cycle of landscape and
sediment evolution from youth to
maturity. As a result, ancient glaciations
were seen as highly unusual events (‘slow
motion catastrophes’; Bolles, 1999) and as
such were of chronostratigraphic value
because such events could be precisely
correlated from one continent to
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another (e.g., Chumakov, 1981).
Clearly, because these deposits are
found on all continents and can be
precisely correlated, then truly global
glaciations must have occurred, a
circular argument still thriving in the
modern literature (see below).
THE THIRD SNOWBALL (C. 1949):
‘THE WORLD’S GREATEST ICE AGE’
The work of Mawson (1949) on the
Sturtian Tillites of South Australia (‘the
greatest thing of the kind recorded
anywhere in the world’; Mawson, 1958)
is a good example of the classical
approach to interpretation of
sedimentary strata containing poorly
sorted, laminated and banded rocks.
The depositional model then available
was that of continental glacial
deposition where tills, glaciolacustrine
and outwash deposits record the
climatically driven waxing and waning
of ice sheets. Ironically, Mawson’s
earlier visits to Antarctica, the first as a
member of Ernest Shackleton’s British
Antarctic Expedition of 1907–1909,
had been spurred by his desire to seek
‘first hand knowledge of the conditions of
sedimentation during an ice age’;
Mawson, 1958, p. xxvii). He was,
however, greatly disappointed because
‘the products of glacial erosion are almost
entirely dumped on the floor of the
surrounding ocean and thus not available
for investigation’ (Mawson, 1949, p. 52).
Obliquely, he had touched on a major
finding, that Earth’s glacial record is
selectively preserved in glacially
influenced marine facies. Inspired by
reports of late Precambrian tillites from
equatorial Africa and their broad global
distribution elsewhere, Mawson (1949)
invoked a massive ‘world-wide’
glaciation ‘where glaciation is evidenced
even to the equator’.  Echoing Coleman’s
early comment on the late Paleozoic ice
ages, he concluded that the late
Precambrian glaciation had been the
most ‘severe of all in earth history’, in
fact, no less than ‘the world’s greatest ice
age’.
The Growth of Sedimentology
With the development of the discipline
of sedimentology in the1950s, attention
quickly focussed on submarine
processes such as debris flows and
turbidity currents. It was soon
appreciated that not all poorly sorted
rocks are glacial tillites deposited below
glaciers on elevated continental surfaces;
many are non-glacial deep-marine mass-
flow deposits interbedded with
turbidites (Fig. 3, 4). Such rocks are a
common component of non-glacial
submarine fan successions. Pettijohn
(1984, p. 128) remarked that the now
classic paper of Kuenen and Migliorini
(1950) ‘unlocked the secret’ by revealing
that graded, fine-grained and
rhythmically laminated facies were
deposited by turbidites and were not
axiomatically ‘varvites’ hitherto a
favourite criterion among those looking
for evidence of cold climates (e.g,
Sayles, 1914, 1919). Pettijohn (1984, p.
131) recounted the 1952 Geological
Society of America field trip to the so-
called Squantum Tillite near Boston, the
focus of earlier debate between
Coleman and Wegener in the 1920s.
One of the participants was J.C.
Crowell ‘who had seen many of such
deposits in California and had never
considered any of them tillites. Indeed
they were pebbly mudstones, probably
products of submarine slump’. Near
Squantum Head were graded slates,
‘interpreted as deposits in glacial lakes…
the case for glacial origin was suspect if
not downright wrong. Imagine our dismay
at seeing the Squantum for the first time,
a classical deposit long cited as evidence of
Permian glaciation in America.’ Crowell
(1957) explained many ancient pebbly
mudstone deposits as debris flows
produced by the mixing of fine and
coarse-grained sediment during
slumping. Ironically, the supposed
glacial origin of the Squantum had been
the reason why an earlier generation of
geologists had rejected of the entire
notion of ‘continental drift’ (see above).
The work of Crowell (1957), Dott
(1961) and Winterer (1963) led to the
introduction of purely descriptive terms
for poorly sorted and laminated facies
that avoided any preconceived notion of
a glacial origin (e.g., diamict, mixtite,
symmictite, tilloid, rhythmite; see
Schermerhorn, 1966). Opposition and
resentment to this reappraisal of Earth’s
glacial record is evident in the reference
to ‘this bleak period of disappointment’ by
Harland and Herod (1975, p. 190).
Figure 4. Here along the south-central
Alaskan coast at Scott Glacier (a) and Icy Bay
(b), primary glacial sediment such as till is
reworked almost entirely by non-glacial
processes involving meltwater and/or mass
flow, and redeposited in the marine
environment. Such conditions appear to
have been common in the Neoproterozoic
where the presence of open-marine
conditions and the transport of large volumes
of sediment by water negates claims that the
planet was then entirely frozen as a ‘Snowball
Earth’ and indicates instead, a normal
hydrological cycle.
THE FOURTH SNOWBALL (1964):
THE ‘INFRACAMBRIAN GLACIATION’
The proponents of ‘big glaciation’
counterattacked with novel geophysical
evidence in support of low-latitude
glaciation. Harland and Bidgood (1959)
reported magnetic data purporting to
record equatorial paleolatitudes for
Neoproterozoic glacials, and invoked a
huge ‘infracambrian glaciation’ of global
extent involving ‘near synchronous
worldwide tillites’ (Harland, 1964,
Harland and Herod, 1975, p. 201).
That tillites were found closely
associated with carbonates was cited as
additional evidence of huge fluctuations
in global climates. Paleomagnetic data
were subsequently shown to be a result
of later, postdepositional metamorphism
and remagnetization, but a large body of
paleomagnetic data has evolved in
support of low-latitude glaciation (see
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below). It was also demonstrated that
the common association of ‘tillites and
carbonates’ was the product of active
tectonic settings in which non-glacial
marine mass flows were interbedded
with olistostromes, debris flows and
turbidites composed of detrital,
reworked carbonate (Schermerhorn,
1974).
At the same time that
sedimentology was leading to a
reassessment of the sedimentary record
of ‘big glaciation’, a second front
opened with the replacement of
‘continental drift’ by ‘plate tectonics’ in
the 1960s (McKenzie and Parker,
1967). Schermerhorn (1974) led the
charge in re-examining ancient ‘glacial’
deposits in the light of their tectonic
and basinal setting. Building on the
work of Crowell (1957) and others, he
argued that many supposed
Neoproterozoic ‘tillites’ are non-glacial
debris flows of unknown climatic
significance, deposited in tectonically
active marine basins marginal to
uplifted source areas. Their worldwide
distribution that had impressed so many
others simply reflected their former
close proximity within an earlier
supercontinent and a long history of
subsequent plate movements. He
identified the importance of tectonic
uplift in generating regional ice covers
and also stressed the poor dating control
on most deposits. Others followed, such
as Martin et al.’s (1985) detailed and
lengthy refutation of the glacial origin of
the Namibian Neoproterozoic
diamictites (Fig. 5) recently proposed as
key evidence of a Snowball Earth
(Hoffman et al., 1998).
Hambrey and Harland’s (1981)
very impressive Earth’s Pre-Pleistocene
Glacial Record compiled the known rock
record but perhaps missed the
opportunity to place it in the context of
plate tectonics and emerging
paleogeographic reconstructions. This is
ironic given that Harland was one of the
earliest converts to plate tectonics
(LeGrand, 1988).  In the early 1980s, as
knowledge of glaciomarine
environments rapidly expanded based
on shipborne studies in the Arctic and
Antarctic margins, so it became clear
that the record of ancient glacial
climates is preferentially stored in rocks
Figure 5. Mammoth task. Agassiz’s notion of
die Eiszeit was spurred in part by the finding
of well preserved mammoths entombed in
Siberian permafrost then seemingly
indicating catastrophic climate cooling.  Here
in Namibia, a modern day relative (a)
wanders across remote outcrops  (b) of
Neoproterozoic diamictites currently being
investigated for evidence of ancient cold.
of marine origin (Anderson, 1983).
Work by Young and Gostin (1989,
1991) has confirmed the glacially
influenced marine origin of the classic
Sturtian ‘Tillites’ of Australia that had
been the cornerstone of Mawson’s
worldwide glaciation. Eyles (1993)
reviewed the record in the context of
broader knowledge of depositional
systems and basin evolution. He
confirmed Schermerhorn’s thesis that a
‘glacial’ origin cannot be demonstrated
for many ancient deposits and that most
of the demonstrably glacially influenced
strata had been selectively deposited in
rift basins. The genetic association
between glacially influenced strata
deposited offshore, and uplift of
elevated source areas on rift flanks was
clear. If the precise causative linkages
are still a little fuzzy, it is evident that
the ancient glacial deposits cannot be
studied in the absence of discussion of
plate tectonic and basinal setting
(Crowell, 1999). Similarly, such
approaches are key to the
discrimination of glacial from non-
glacial successions containing
diamictites.
THE FIFTH SNOWBALL (C. 1998):
‘SNOWBALL EARTH’
The Snowball Earth of Hoffman et al.
(1998) is a bold reworking of the global
glaciation models of earlier workers and
incorporates much new geochemical
and paleomagnetic data. The model
owes much to Cold War concepts of a
‘nuclear winter’ where dust veils thrown
up by nuclear explosions lower global
albedo resulting in ‘complete glaciation of
the world’ (Budyko, 1982, p. 269;
Kirschvink et al., 2000). Based on work
principally in Namibia (Fig. 5)
Hoffman et al. (1998) and Hoffman and
Schrag (2000) propose a runaway
albedo mechanism for initiating
Snowball glaciation, where extreme cold
and thick sea ice shut down all
hydrological activity and chemical
weathering such that marine
autotrophic activity and organic carbon
burial would cease. This, it was argued,
would drive the ocean carbon isotope
composition to near-mantle values.
After some 10 million years, sufficient
volcanically emitted CO2 would
accumulate to produce global
temperatures of +50 ºC starting the
catastrophic meltdown of ice and
precipitation of cap carbonates
deposits.
Eyles and Januszczak (2004)
reviewed the Snowball Earth model at
length and showed that the model
retains much of the classical thinking of
the ‘permanentists’ of the 1920s. First,
the Snowball model is based on
stratigraphic analyses, which, to borrow
Harland and Herod’s (1975) phrase are
‘sedimentologically unsophisticated’. Old,
and by now very shop-worn
assumptions that poorly sorted
diamictite facies must be continental
tillites deposited below ice sheets, and
any fine-grained, rhythmically laminated
facies are glaciolacustrine varvites, can
still be found in the Snowball literature
(Hoffman et al., 1998; p. 1342). One is
hard pressed to find detailed
sedimentological descriptions of strata
held to record key global events (e.g.,
Hoffman and Schrag, 2002). This is
decades after sedimentologists began to
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highlight the simplistic interpretation of
ancient ‘glacial’ strata and the need for
comprehensive facies and basin analysis
studies.
Second, the model is based on
the circular argument that because the
deposits are tillites that are of a wide
global extent, then they must record an
unusual catastrophic event such as
global glaciation. This assumption was
first made in the 1920s and was
recycled by Harland and Herod (1975)
and Chumakov (1981). It is now
repeated uncritically by adherents of the
Snowball model such as Tojo et al.
(1999) for whom ‘the global distribution
of glacial deposits of Neoproterozoic age
suggests that the ice sheet of the time
developed even to the equatorial area’.
This argument has even been exported
farther back in time, where according
to Bekker et al. (1999) ‘evidence of three
glaciations in the early
Paleoproterozoic...of North America...
and at least one on three other continents
suggests that these ice ages were of global
extent’. Proterozoic glaciations must
have been unlike any subsequent
glaciations of the Phanerozoic ‘because
they can be found on every continent....
unlike the more areally limited
distribution of Pleistocene glacial deposits’
(Sohl et al., 1999, p. 1121) suggesting
‘climatic extremes unrivalled in Earth
history’ (Kennedy et al., 2001a, p.
1135), and ice ages ‘unlike any in
Phanerozoic Earth history because of their
great severity’ (Sohl et al., 1999, p.
1120). It can be appreciated that these
quotes closely resemble the writings of
the permanentists of the 1920s such as
A.P. Coleman. Available age dates do
not support the contention that ‘glacial’
diamictites were deposited during
synchronous global glaciations (Evans,
1999); in response, Snowballers spawn
new snowball events to fit each new age
result (e.g., Table 1 in Hoffman and
Schrag, 2002).
Third, the Snowball model
overemphasizes the apparent paradox in
the ancient rock record, where ‘glacial’
diamictites are interbedded with
carbonates and some times have distinct
‘cap carbonates’. The juxtaposition is
argued to record brutally hot
greenhouse conditions, but as detailed
sedimentological data accrue, such
strata are revealed to be not primary
chemical precipitates but are detrital in
origin, principally the deposits of
turbidites reworking old carbonate
deposits, and comprise an integral part
of very thick marine successions
containing poorly sorted mass flows
misidentified as tillites. These
successions reach many kilometres in
thickness and were deposited on newly
formed continental margins as Rodinia
broke apart and huge volumes of
detrital carbonate were reworked (see
below). Where present, primary and
stromatolitic carbonates are separated
from underlying diamictite units by
unconformities or many tens and
sometimes hundreds of metres of
marine strata, thereby questioning any
supposed immediate ‘cap’ relationship
(e.g., Hoffman et al., 1998).
Fourth, snowballers suggest that
evolutionary stress imposed by extreme
cold, when organisms survived
glaciation only by living around
hydrothermal vents, played a causal role
in triggering the Cambrian ‘Explosion’.
In contrast, what is known of
Neoproterozoic Ediacarian biotas
indicate they were environmentally
sensitive lichen-like organisms living in
shallow euphotic settings (Narbonne,
1998). The acritarch record of Australia
indicates that pre- and post-Snowball
populations are identical and do not
indicate repopulation of marine areas
by extremophiles that survived both
catastrophic glaciation in hot springs
and the brutal greenhouse conditions
which followed (Grey et al., 2003).
Fifth, much emphasis has been
placed on paleomagnetic data indicating
low depositional paleolatitudes (Evans,
1999). Eyles and Januszczak (2004)
concluded that precisely how magnetic
characteristics were acquired, when,
and even the origin of many of the strata
being sampled remain major unresolved
issues. These limitations are echoed by
Meert and Torsvik (2004).
Sixth, the reappearance of
banded iron formations in the late
Neoproterozoic has been genetically
linked to global glaciation; the
assumption is that anoxic seawaters
form below a global cover of thick sea
ice thereby enabling ferrous iron to
remain in solution (Hoffman et al.,
1998; Hoffman and Schrag, 2002). In
fact, banded iron deposits are not
uniquely associated with
Neoproterozoic diamictite deposits and
often occur stratigraphically below such
deposits, are absent outright, or are
demonstrably postdepositional (Young,
2003). The reappearance of banded iron
is more likely related to episodes of
continental rifting in the
Neoproterozoic and deposition in
enclosed or restricted rift basins close to
hydrothermal vents along incipient mid-
ocean ridges.
Seventh, the Snowball earth
model relies heavily on the assumption
that glaciation is inherently linked to
fluctuations in carbon isotope trends
derived from carbonate rocks. The
model predicts positive 13C values prior
to the onset of glaciation, due to
preferential incorporation of 12C in
ocean waters as a result of biological
activity. As environmental conditions
deteriorate prior to each Snowball event
and organisms die off, the burial of
organic carbon reintroduces 12C into
the world oceans giving negative 13C
values that persist until the postglacial
re-establishment of biological activity.
Whereas there is good evidence for
systematic isotope fluctuations, the
controls on such changes cannot simply
be related to global glaciation. For
example, snowball events have been
identified, not from any direct
geological record, but from geochemical
data alone (e.g., Kennedy et al., 1998).
How environmental changes held to be
without parallel in the history of the
planet left no direct stratigraphic record
is difficult to understand. Additional
factors that need to be considered
include the exposure and weathering of
older carbonate and enhanced vertical
gradients in seawater 13C due to redox
stratification of ocean waters and
accelerated burial of organic carbon in
rapidly subsiding rift basins. Isotopic
excursions may be regional in scope
resulting from the formation of
restricted basins during the rifting of
Rodinia where waters in enclosed or
semi-restricted basins are in
disequilibrium with global surface
oceans (Shields et al., 2002). Some
carbon isotope values from carbonate
interbeds and clasts within supposedly
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‘glacial’ diamictites show positive trends
(Kennedy et al., 2001a). Strontium
isotope data also fail to support
hydrological cycle shutdown during
Snowball glaciation and enhanced
continental weathering in the aftermath
(Kennedy et al., 2001b). Neither is the
Snowball model supported by climate
modellers (Hyde et al., 2000; Baum and
Crowley, 2001) who identify an ice free
equator (Peltier, 2004).
Eyles and Januszczak (2004)
propose an opposing uniformitarian
model to the extreme catastrophic
snowball view of Neoproterozoic
glaciation. The global context of
glaciation in the Neoproterozoic is the
massive first-order reorganization of the
planet’s geography, climate and ocean
systems resulting from the breakup and
dispersal of the supercontinent Rodinia.
Commencing about 750 Ma and lasting
for at least 150 million years, global
rifting was the overriding control on
sedimentary basin formation, basin-fill
stratigraphies and glaciation. A first
phase of rifting occurred after 750 Ma
along the paleo-Pacific margin of
Laurentia, and the second phase of
rifting occurred at about 600 Ma along
its paleo-Atlantic Iapetan margin
(Young, 1992; Li and Powell, 2001). It
cannot simply be coincidental that these
two rift phases are directly linked to the
two principle episodes of glaciation of
the Neoproterozoic: the first phase that
of the Sturtian (c. 750 Ma) and
equivalent Rapitan glacials, the second
that of the Marinoan and Vendian
glacial deposits (c. 600 Ma). The total
length of rifted margin was more than
25,000 km, suggesting a staggered
climatic response to uplift as rifting
progressed diachronously, somewhat
like a zipper. The stratigraphic record is
dominated by thick submarine slope
and fan deposits reflecting rift basin
formation and influxes of large volumes
of clastic sediment, including carbonate
debris, from uplifted rift shoulders.
Such successions are dominated by
turbidites, olistostromes and debris-flow
facies; some, where uplift or latitude
was appropriate, are glacially
influenced, but many are not
(Schermerhorn, 1974, 1975; Eyles,
1993). Within tectonically active basins,
the effects of glacioeustatic sea level are
difficult to identify because of the
control on relative water depths
resulting from varying subsidence rates.
Very thick coarsening-upward
successions, hundreds of metres
(sometimes kilometres) thick that can
be traced globally and hitherto ascribed
to ‘glacioeustatic’ fluctuations in sea
level (Young, 1992) are more likely
tectonically controlled. In short, rather
than the product of global climatic
catastrophes, the deposits of
Neoproterozoic glaciers are seen as
similar in scale and type to those of the
Pleistocene (Eyles and Januszczak,
2004a).
DISCUSSION
At the conclusion of his lengthy review
of Neoproterozoic glacial deposits,
Schermerhorn commented on the myth-
like nature of the concept of global
glaciation. Interestingly enough, ancient
tales of catastrophic glaciation followed
by renewal are a fixture of several
northern cultures and reflect a universal
creation motif where a divine creator,
disgusted with early humanity, decides
to wipe the slate clean (Leeming and
Leeming, 1994). In the Norse story of
Ragnarok the world is brought to a
dreadful end by the terrible
Fimbulvinter. This story was written in
1220 A.D., as part of the epic poem
Edda by the Icelander Snorris
Sturluson. Other Norse creation myths
tell of the evil Ice Giant Ymir, who is
clearly based on folk memories of the
last glaciation, ‘from whose body the
world was made. Ymir turned his body
into the earth and his blood into the seas.
His bones became mountains and his
teeth became rocks’. Any geologist who
has spent time working on modern
glaciers will instantly recognise the
imagery of a glacier slowly melting and
retreating. Here in Canada, First
Nation legends talk of the turtle (the
land) being weighed down by a giant
white toad that gobbled up all the fresh
water; clearly a reference to the last ice
sheet along whose margins Paleo
Indians followed into what is now
central Canada some 12,000 years ago.
As the toad died, so the turtle was able
to stand erect and the waters
disappeared; we call this today
‘glacioisostatic rebound’.
The forensic climatologist H.
Lamb (1978) recounts folk legends from
Asia and Iran where a golden age is
destroyed by intense cold. Recently,
writers of science fiction have taken up
the theme. Louis Agassiz was clearly
tapping into a universal fear when he
proposed his devastating Eiszeit in
1837. More recently, the science fiction
writer Aldiss (1985) writes in his
Helliconia trilogy of the catastrophic
nature of a global glaciation when ‘cold
gripped the favoured lands of the equator’
and the planet ‘lay in a chill catalepsy’
‘wiping the Earth clear of festering
civilizations’. Many will clearly
remember the effects that a few years of
bad North American winters in the late
1970s with ‘killer blizzards’, combined
with a slight dip in global temperatures,
had on the media and the popular press
(e.g., ‘the Ice Age comes’; Halacy,
1978). The theme of killer blizzards
reemerges in the recent Hollywood
blockbuster The Day After Tomorrow.
In summary, the notion of
globally widespread glaciation is one of
the most enduring ideas in geology and
has surviving from Agassiz’s Eiszeit and
the catastrophist school of Cuvier to re-
emerge in a different iteration as
Snowball Earth in the late 1990s. Many
of the assumptions behind the current
model were first made in the 1920s by
those who dismissed continental drift,
and these notions have survived the
plate tectonics revolution completely
unscathed. The wide geographic
distribution of rocks that are liberally
interpreted as ‘tillites’ is still one of the
planks of the Snowball Earth model
despite advances in understanding of
plate tectonics, crustal history and
sedimentology.  It may well be that late
Neoproterozoic glaciation was regional
in scope and tectonically pre-
conditioned as a result of the breakup
of Rodinia. Much fieldwork remains to
be done on Earth’s ancient glacial
climates using well-tried uniformitarian
principles embodied in sedimentary
basin analysis.
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